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These large fans are ideal for tunnel and exhaust ventilation in dairy, poultry, swine, 

greenhouse and industrial applications.

Tailored Exhaust to Achieve Maximum Comfort

Exhaust Fans 
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Fibreglass Cone Fan

High performance and innovation in design are just a couple of 

ways to describe fan products by Sun-North Systems Ltd.

Sun-North now offers the Fibreglass Cone Fan, which sets a new 

ventilation standard focussing on the three most important fan 

parameters: air performance, fan efficiency and air flow ratio.

Tunnel or length ventilated livestock buildings and greenhouses 

demand higher product performances and higher quantities of 

air. With durability and reliability as an asset, the Fibreglass Cone 

Fan line guarantees fresh air at low cost. 

 

Large Exhaust Fan

These large fans are ideal for tunnel and exhaust ventilation in 

dairy, poultry, swine, greenhouse and industrial applications.

The thick fiberglass housing is strong, corrosion resistant and 

easy to clean.  The fiberglass discharge cone does not stick out as 

far as other conventional exhaust hoods giving greater access to 

space around your structure and also ensures less wind scooping 

effect into the building.

Our fans are extremely quiet on all speeds of operation and 

include a totally enclosed high efficient motor.  The heavy duty 

bearings, pulley design and the corrosion resistant fiberglass 

housing will ensure you long term usability. 

 

Dia. Shutter  
Material Volt Watts Amps CFM 

@0” SP
CFM 

@0.1” SP
CFM 

@0.2” SP
CFM/W 
@0” SP

54” Aluminum 240 1250 5.8 31500 27500 21400 25.1

0” S.P 0.5” S.P 0.1” S.P 0.5” S.P

Size HP RPM PH Volt Amps CFM CFM/
Watts CFM CFM/

Watts CFM CFM/
Watts CFM CFM/

Watts

72” 3 350 3 230/460 8.2/4.1 44900 25.1 42865 22.8 40856 22.8 38500 18.9


